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In Trelleborg, we were taken on a port tour where we could see how the port has already changed, as well as how it will 
do so shortly. We then sat with its Chief Exec, Jörgen Nilsson, to dig into the details. We talked about the pandemic’s 
impact on the seaport, the various construction works in and outside of it, the port’s focus on the environment, 
and the once-on-the-table proposal of merging with Ystad (and why there are more pressing issues than that).

From tomorrow’s to today’s port
by Przemysław Myszka and Przemysław Opłocki

Interview with Jörgen Nilsson, CEO, the Port of Trelleborg

�	 It is common in Sweden for the munici-
pality to eye its port’s premises, mainly 
for turning them into a waterfront resi-
dential area. Trelleborg isn’t differ-
ent, as the town works on the Kuststad 
2025 project that will take over the 
west- and central parts of today’s Port 
of Trelleborg. What is your relation-
ship with the municipality? Are you 
still using those areas?

We enjoy a win-win affair. The only ‘head-
ache’ we have is that we are ahead of our 
schedule by one year, while they are one or 
even two years behind theirs. We still use 
the ‘old port’ facilities, among others, for 
storing paper – including a logistics centre 
for handling big paper rolls coming by rail 
from Stora Enso and BillerudKorsnäs for the 
German and Polish markets. Interestingly 
enough, we also provide mooring and stor-
age for all sorts of private boats, among 
them luxurious ones (as the Danes and 
Germans don’t have to pay taxes if their 
vessels stay here for over half a year, which 
is quite convenient).
A large lorry parking area is also used 
during the weekends. On Fridays, we take 
care of up to seven ferries concurrently, 
meaning that seven hundred drivers and 
their trucks can rest having the seaside in 
front of them. The fee is almost nothing, 
three euros per night, and truckers can 
feel safe and use amenities like showers 
and surf the internet thanks to free Wi-Fi.

�	How did you fare during the corona-
virus pandemic?

It was a bit crazy. We lost noticeable vol-
umes of wheeled cargo at the beginning: 
17% in April 2020, 12% in May, and around 
2% in June. After that, however, the traf-
fic only climbed up. We closed that year 
with a 1.7% increase. In 2021, we welcomed 
about one hundred thousand more trucks 
& trailers, a yearly increase of 13%, which 
only cemented our position as the Baltic’s 
largest ro-ro port. On the other hand, pas-
senger traffic suffered quite a bit.
Our freight traffic for this year’s first half 
was more or less on par with H1 2021. 

Meanwhile, some 21% more ferry travellers, 
around 700 thousand, went through our 
quays, which isn’t bad either. We can keep 
up with the pace owing to our stevedoring 
services. For example, we have 20 tug mas-
ters, and the fleet is never older than three 
years. These are also eco-friendly, running 
on renewable diesel, the so-called HVO100. 
It is more expensive than fossil, but we are 
committed to saving the environment.

�	What is the progress of turning 
‘Tomorrow’s Port’ into ‘Today’s Port?’

Since 2014, we have built half a million 
square metres, literally making Sweden 
a bit bigger. Adding space and quays is 
one thing, but logistically organising it  
– is another, equally if not more important, 
piece of the puzzle. We have deployed 
Hogia’s terminal operating system, while 
the photo and licence plate recognition 
system allows for automating the flow 
of trucks. TT-Line is at the forefront here, 
and we hope other ferry lines will follow 
suit. Lane metres-wise, the company’s Nils 
Holgersson is the biggest vessel calling our 
port (4,800 lm), and we can handle her 
as fast as other ferries. Naturally, modern 
superstructure comes in handy – like a link-
span system allowing to simultaneously 
handle TT-Line’s ships from three sides. 
In the future, each lorry should be auto-
matically guided, with a mobile app the 
sole tool the trucker needs. We still take 
care of conventional railway traffic brought 
by ferries, but this is as different as chalk 
and cheese regarding cargo handling 
smoothness.
The investment in four 250 m long berths 
made it possible to welcome the biggest 
ferries operating in the Baltic in the first 
place. The outermost fifth quay, 500 m 
long, can accommodate ferries, ro-ros, 
and other vessel types. During the port 
tour, we saw a ship unloading water pipes. 
Shortly afterwards, Nordic Sugar will ship 
sugar beets to Denmark. This berth would 
be ideal for a shipping company coming 
to Trelleborg to take all the cargo units 
from Germany, Lithuania and Poland to 
central/northern Sweden.

Though our seaport now covers roughly 1.2 
million m2, the works on Tomorrow’s Port 
haven’t been finished. We hope that Unity 
Line will move to future berths with their 
newbuilds. In the interim, the high-speed 
King’s Line of FRS Baltic will return to us, 
linking Trelleborg with Sassnitz.
In addition, we want to take over the cur-
rently unused rail tracks just outside the 
port’s fence. We believe it would up our 
intermodal traffic from today’s 34 thousand 
to at least 100 thousand trailers annually. Our 
brand-new reachstacker is more than eager 
to handle the increased traffic. We also keep 
our fingers crossed tightly for Świnoujście to 
ramp up their intermodal offering.

�	You have recently been granted EU 
funds for two projects. What are they 
about?

The project with Lübeck and TT-Line covers 
what we have already done at berths 10 & 
11, in addition to an extra ramp at the latter, 
trailer parking places, a digital tool for pre-
cise geopositioning of trailers, and a data 
exchange solution between the two sea-
ports and the ferry company.
The other project concerns upgrading the 
intermodal offer by lengthening the tracks 
to make railcar repositioning easier. It also 
includes the permit application for two wind 
turbines, up to 120 m tall, so that we can draw 
even more renewable power, and a grey & 
black water cleaning station. Summing up, 
they are about efficiency and sustainability.
�	Are there any other projects, maybe 

outside the port, you look forward to 
materialising?

We talked off the record about Swedish poli-
tics, and the interesting thing here is that 
municipalities can insert votes on local affairs 
alongside nationwide elections. In Trelleborg, 
we will ask the voters whether the new port 
access road should come from the west or 
the east [the latter was picked – Przemek 
Myszka]. We will pay for it one way or another, 
so we need the green light only.
Farther into the hinterland, we are waiting 
for the ring road. The municipality agreed to 
provide funds for it. However, we are a TEN-T 
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Core Port; it would be delightful to see the 
state backing us up on that.

�	What is your take on the idea of merg-
ing Trelleborg and Ystad?

It is on the shelf, and as far as I can see, it will 
remain there. When I started as the port’s CEO 
in the autumn of 2017, I voiced my scepticism. 
We could continue the talks, but I had one 
condition: let’s do due diligence. Ystad got 
engaged in a huge EU project in the mean-
time, saying they would continue on their 
own, which was perfectly fine, in my opinion. 
On the surface, we both are ferry ports. The 
devil is in the details: our offer is tailored to 
trucks & trailers; Ystad’s great for passengers 
to Bornholm (recently also cruise).
We will invest around 140 million euros in 
developing our seaport. According to our 
calculations, we will have to handle shiploads 
of wheeled cargo to see the return on invest-
ment. And we will, judging by the volumes. 
We have rolled up our sleeves in this regard, 
and you can see this by looking at the num-
bers: we handle more ro-ro cargo units than 
all the nearby Swedish seaports combined. 
The war in Ukraine will undoubtedly hit us in 
the short term; this and next year may be flat. 
That said, we should reach the one-million-
unit threshold in 2024 (including more by rail, 
given the truck driver shortage).
Another difference is ownership, hence who 
puts money on the table. In Trelleborg, it is 
us, in other ports it’s the municipality. It ena-
bled us to take forward swap, meaning that 

we know exactly how much money we will 
have to return each year comes – a decade 
ahead. It is different when a municipality 
takes a loan; when the rent goes up, the port 
– the lessee – has to cover the spread. All 
told, the only viable merger solution would 
be for the ports of Trelleborg and Ystad to 
be sold to a third party. Neither one can 
own the other.
Leaving the merger topic aside, I think 
we will have more pressing questions to 
address. Returning production to Europe 
from China will be one. Reshoring is already 

taking place, with manufacturing plants 
appearing in Bulgaria, Romania, and Serbia. 
In Poland and Sweden, too, to mention the 
battery giga-factories only. This is good 
news for the European ro-ro market, par-
ticularly the Poland-Sweden corridor. That 
is why we will need the new Polish ferries 
– for calling us and, guess what, Ystad. The 
seaports could also up the ante by adding 
more ro-ro capacity. It would only grow the 
market for all of us. Otherwise, we might 
end up cannibalising each other in the hunt 
for the limited traffic.  �
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